Performitiv is modern, learning measurement software. We optimize impact and improve performance of onboarding programs. Data collection is simple. Outputs focus less on reports and more on actions to create positive impact to people, programs and results.

Benefits & Value
Do you manage new hire training and onboarding programs? Are your program managers consistently charged with generating impact and value? Regardless of industry, Performitiv’s Onboarding Solution will help you measure impact and improve performance of your onboarding training programs.

With Performitiv’s Onboarding Solution your team will:
• Identify opportunities to improve quality of design and delivery.
• Understand the events that trigger the most knowledge gain.
• Highlight program elements that create the greatest job impact.
• Showcase areas that resulted in the largest business alignment.

Using Performitiv, you’ll measure onboarding program impact. The system collects evaluation data and gathers operational metrics to showcase value creation and identify performance improvement opportunities.

Product
Performitiv is a contemporary, cost-effective learning measurement platform. We leverage our scientifically sound Impact Optimization Model through our technology to showcase evidence of learning impact aligned to business results.

Start by rolling out our Assessment functionality, which makes it very easy to gather and report on impact ratings and overall performance.

Next, roll out our KPI functionality, which streamlines and automates the gathering and reporting of business outcome data.

When action is needed, use our Workflow functionality to collaborate with your team and your stakeholders in a visible, accountable way.

Reporting is actionable. Analysis is embedded to engage and empower users with creative insights to demonstrate value and improve performance.

Getting Started
It is easy to get started. Let’s have a conversation about your onboarding programs and how we can begin to measure their impact and improve their performance.

The ROI is strong relative to the strategic, visible and costly nature of onboarding programs that are managed within the system.

We invite you to schedule a demonstration of our system. We are confident that you will be impressed. And because our solution is often implemented in support of a variety of program offerings, we offer innovative and affordable licensing options.

See how our solution eliminates dated perceptions of what’s possible. It delivers against a more dynamic and demanding set of learning impact expectations and in the process, creates extraordinary value.
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Data collection is clean, simple and concise. Respondents are engaged and data is meaningful.

Summary reporting is easy to analyze and practitioners can quickly glean improvement insights.

Artificial Intelligence algorithms alert you to critical insights in the data for easier action and prioritization.